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Abstract

An experimental demonstration of the broadband passive damping capacity of a vibro-impact acoustic
black hole (VI-ABH) is reported. A VI-ABH is an adaptation of the classical ABH design consisting of a
beam with a tapered edge of decreasing thickness creating an acoustic black hole (ABH), complemented
by contact points on which the beam impacts during its vibration. The contact nonlinearity creates a
rapid and efficient transfer of vibrational energy from the low-frequency range, where the ABH is known
to be ineffective, to the high-frequency range, thus improving the global passive vibration mitigation
characteristics. The optimal design of a VI-ABH follows the rule of locating the contact points at local
maxima of the low-frequency modes. Experiments clearly demonstrate the gain in performance, both in
forced and free vibrations.
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1. Introduction

Passive techniques to control unwanted vibra-
tions represents an important field of research with
numerous engineering applications. An attractive
solution relies on the Acoustic Black Hole (ABH)
effect, which attracts an increasing number of in-
vestigations in the recent past years [1–4]. The
method relies on locally thinning the host struc-
ture following a power law and coating the inho-
mogeneous area with a visco-elastic layer so as in-
coming waves are efficiently trapped and damped
out, above a threshold frequency [5, 6].

When considering its implementation on a
beam, the ABH usually consists of manufacturing
a wedge leading to a gradual decrease in celerity
of any incoming flexural wave, and so a decrease
in wavelength, making the dissipation due to the
damping coating very efficient, even if only a small
piece of damping material is used. Experimental
evidence of such ABH effect has been reported in
numerous publications, see e.g. [7–12] for direct
observations on beams, plates and blades.
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Although the ABH effect leads to very attractive
damping efficiency in the mid to high frequency
ranges - beyond a so-called cut-on frequency - ,
its damping capacity in the low-frequency range
remains limited. Different analyses of the cut-on
frequency have been pointed out, based on geo-
metrical considerations [13, 14], following a phase
point of view [15], from the analysis of dispersion
relations [16], or in terms of localized modes [17].
In any case, the cut-on frequency represents the
threshold frequency under which all the usual de-
signs of ABH working on their linear regime do
not lead to damping properties, due to the large
typical wavelengths compared with the ABH char-
acteristic length. However, in many engineering
structures the vibration fields need to be mitigated
using passive techniques in their low-frequency
range.

Consequently, the idea of introducing some
nonlinear effects in ABH dampers has recently
emerged in order to improve the overall perfor-
mance of the resulting devices. Indeed, a nonlin-
ear characteristic is prone to transfer energy from
low to high frequencies where the ABH is efficient,
such that broadband vibration mitigation may be
targeted by combining both effects.

First, geometric nonlinearity has been consid-
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ered in [18], showing a global improvement, lim-
ited by the long time scales of the energy transfer.
Then, the use of contact nonlinearity has been nu-
merically investigated in [19], in order to create
a so-called Vibro-Impact ABH (VI-ABH), show-
ing that the improvement can be significant with
a very few contact points, well located at the local
maxima of the low-frequency modes. Interestingly,
analytical investigations of the energy redistribu-
tion caused by vibro-impact is the core of recent
developments, shedding new light and giving the-
oretical foundations to the observed efficacy [20].
Other designs involving additional linear and/or
nonlinear secondary absorber to control the low-
frequency modes have also been numerically stud-
ied in [21].

Although the concept of VI-ABH has been nu-
merically stated, to the best of our knowledge,
no experimental proof has already been provided
in order to demonstrate the gain in performance
brought by the vibro-impact mechanism, as it is
predicted in [19]. The aim of this paper is to
report a complete experimental analysis of a VI-
ABH beam demonstrator in order to state the ad-
vantages that this concept can reach in practice,
as well as to provide guidelines for its design. The
paper is organized as follows: The experimental
setup is first introduced in section 2. In Section
3, both the permanent regime (forced vibrations)
and transient dynamics (free vibrations) of the VI-
ABH with one or several contact points are dis-
cussed. Section 4 contains concluding remarks of
the main findings and a discussion of potential ap-
plications.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
ABH beam is made of inconel, manufactured with
a 3D printed process with dimensions 460 mm ×
20 mm × 3 mm, held vertically and clamped at its
basis. The ABH wedge is 80 mm long and coated
with an adhesive tape acting as the viscoelastic
layer. The impactor is a solid steel tip that can be
considered as perfectly rigid. It is mounted on a
sliding system so that its vertical location is easy
to set, as well as the gap with the beam, using
a millimeter screw. When the impactor is set as
desired, screws are stringly tightened so that it
is rigidly clamped to the frame. The aluminum
frame is oversized and arranged in order to ensure
as rigid as possible contacts between the impactor
and the beam, and so maximize the energy trans-
fer, as recommended in the conclusions of the nu-
merical study in [19].

Fig. 1(e) depicts the excitation and measuring
devices. A shaker (LDS V201) fed by an amplifier
(LDS PA25E) excites the beam at xF=7.5 mm far
from the beam clamp while an impedance head
(PCB 288D01) captures the driving force and ac-
celeration at the excitation point. A force sensor
(PCB 208C03) placed at the impactor basis cap-
tures the contact force. A scanning laser vibrom-
eter (PSV-500) is also used to measure the oper-
ating deflecting shapes of the beam when working
in linear regime.

Fig. 1. (a): General picture of the experimental setup,
and close-up views of (b): the impactor, (c): the
clamped extremity of the beam and the shaker. (d):
sketch of the set-up. (e): schematic view of the whole
experimental apparatus.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Linear performance of the ABH

The linear behaviour of the tested ABH beam
is first reported. The driving mobility with and
without the damping layer is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Over 250 Hz which corresponds to the cut-on fre-
quency, the peaks of the transfer function of the
linear ABH beam are strongly attenuated by 10
to 15 dB when the layer is placed. According to
theoretical and numerical published background,
Figs. 2(e-f) show that these peaks correspond to
localized modes within the ABH wedge. However,
the peaks of the first three modes are not attenu-
ated and remain sharp, as expected. These modes
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correspond in Fig. 2(b-d) to global modes of the
clamped/free beam. Note that the very first mode
at 12.5 Hz is not well captured due to the experi-
mental setup limitations at so low frequency.
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Fig. 2. (a): Driving mobility of the ABH beam with or
without damping viscoelastic layer, (b-f): operational
deflection shapes at selected frequencies corresponding
to the peaks of the driving mobility.

3.2. Attenuation of low frequency peaks in forced
regime

Based on the previous linear analysis, we target
to attenuate the peaks of mode 2 at 73.4 Hz and
mode 3 at 172 Hz, both being below the cut-on fre-
quency at 250 Hz, by inserting the vibro-impacting
device. Two contact point locations are considered
in the following : The blue triangle on Fig. 2(b-
d) indicates the location (at xc=18 cm) of a local
maximum of mode 2 which is also in the vicinity
of a node of mode 3. Inversely, the red point at
xc=30 cm (see Fig. 2(b-d)) corresponds to a local
maximum of mode 3 which is a node of mode 2.

Fig. 3 shows the results obtained when using
a single contact point and exciting the beam in
forced regime with a broadband white noise in the
[5, 10000] Hz range. Fig. 3(a) plots the output
spectrum of the driving velocity divided by the
driving force spectrum, which would correspond
to the driving mobility in the linear case without
vibro-impact, and that is still used here for more
straightforward comparison with Fig. 2. When
placing a single contact point at xc=18 cm (blue
line), the peak of mode 2 is impressively attenu-
ated by more than 25 dB while the peak of mode
3 is more slightly attenuated, as compared to the
linear ABH case (black line). Inversely, mode 3 is
strongly attenuated and mode 2 more slightly at-
tenuated when placing the contact point at xc=30
cm (red line). For both single contact locations,
the energy transfer due to contact dynamics leads
to a fuzzy spectrum at high frequencies, without

resulting to an increase in peak amplitudes due to
the ABH damping effect.

Next, combining the two previous cases leads
to define a two-contact points configuration (green
curve) in which both vibro-impactors at xc=18 cm
and xc=30 cm are simultaneously used. The re-
sults show a cumulative effect leading to a strong
attenuation of both modes 2 and 3. Note that ei-
ther in the single and two-contact configurations,
mode 4 is also attenuated, as the location of the
involved impactors do not correspond to a node of
mode 4. These observations agree very well with
the numerical findings reported in [19, 21] show-
ing the good predictive capacity of the previously
published model.
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Fig. 3. (a): Spectrum of the driving velocity divided by
the applied force, for a single contact point at xc=30
cm (red), at xc=18 cm (blue), for two contact points at
both xc=18 cm and xc=30 cm (green), and for the non-
contact case (black). This spectrum is the ABH beam
response to a broadband white noise in the [5, 10000]
Hz range applied at xF=7.5 cm, (b): For the same four
cases (i.e cases denoted by the same colors as (a)), com-
parison of the Power Spectrum Density of the beam
velocity resulting from a low band white noise in the
[5, 400] Hz range applied at xF=7.5 cm.

In order to shed more light on the energy trans-
fer and the related peak reduction brought by the
VI-ABH, a noise excitation restricted to a low fre-
quency range [5, 400] Hz is now considered. The
power spectral density (PSD) of the velocity is dis-
played in Fig. 3(b) for the same four cases. The
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spectra are computed from time signals acquired
on 34 s using an average performed over short-
time Fourier transforms of 3.2 s signals weighted
by Hanning windows and with 50% overlap. In
the [5, 400] Hz range comprising the excitation fre-
quencies, the same conclusions can be drawn as be-
fore. Above 400 Hz, the energy transfer is clearly
highlighted by the increase in amplitude of the
spectra that is associated with the peaks reduc-
tion below 400 Hz.

In order to evaluate more quantitatively the ob-
served phenomena, a performance indicator de-
noted by IΩ is introduced,

IΩ = 10log10

[∫
Ω
P cur
v (ω)dω∫

Ω
P ref
v (ω)dω

]
, (1)

where P cur
v (ω) and P ref

v (ω) accounts for the PSD
of the output velocity v(xF , t), and the superscript
’cur’ and ’ref’ respectively refer to the VI-ABH
with contact (current case investigated) and to the
reference case without contact (linear ABH). Ω de-
notes the frequency range of interest.

Considering the single contact VI-ABH case ex-
cited in the range [5,400] Hz, Fig. 4(a) plots the
variations (in dB) of IΩ with the contact point
location when defining Ω=[5, 400] Hz (excitation
frequency range, blue points), Ω=[400, 5000] Hz
(high frequency range, red points), or Ω=[5, 5000]
Hz (full frequency range, magenta points). For
each of the 15 locations tested in the range xc=18
cm to 38 cm, the average value of IΩ (colored
points) and its standard deviation (associated er-
ror bars) are estimated from 10 measurements.

For almost all contact point locations, Fig. 4(a)
shows that the energy transfer leads to a signifi-
cant reduction of the PSD at low frequency down
to -10 dB for xc=30 cm, giving rise to an increase
at high frequencies of about 20 to 30 dB (keep
in mind that this increase is relative to a negligi-
ble level of energy in the reference signal). As a
matter of fact, indicators IΩ computed in the low-
frequency range ([5, 400] Hz) and over the whole
frequency band ([5, 5000] Hz) are very close to each
other, underlining that most of the energy is con-
centrated below 400 Hz, and that a general im-
provement of the mitigation is well achieved with
the VI-ABH.

To go deeper and evaluate the mitigation effi-
ciency mode by mode, Figs. 4(b-d) plot the indi-
cators now calculated on narrow frequency ranges
centered on the resonant frequencies of modes 2,3
and 5: Iω2

is defined on [60,90] Hz for mode 2, Iω3

in [130, 220] Hz for mode 3, and Iω5 in [260, 320]
Hz for mode 5. The trends of the gain in mitiga-
tion efficiency are shown to follow the shapes of
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Fig. 4. (a): Indicators IΩ calculated for the energy re-
duction at the low frequency range [5, 400] Hz (blue),
the energy transferred to the high frequency range
[400, 5000] Hz (red), and the whole band overall re-
duction [5, 5000] Hz (magenta) . (b-d): Indicators cal-
culated in the vicinity of the low frequency modes; Iω2

for mode 2 at 73.4 Hz, Iω3 for mode 3 at 172 Hz, and
Iω5 for mode 5 at 316 Hz. The contact point location
varies from xc=18 cm to xc=38 cm. Measurements
are repeated 10 times for each point, allowing report-
ing average value and standard deviation.

the eigenmodes in Figs. 2(b-c) and Fig. 2(e), con-
firming that the contact point location is the main
control parameter enabling to select the mode to
be mitigated.

3.3. Energy decay analysis in transient regime

The transient response resulting from a shock
provided by an impact hammer (086C03) is now
studied, aiming at evaluating the gains brought
by vibro-impacts on the decay time of vibrational
energy in the free regime. The impact is applied
at x=25 cm approximately, while the velocity re-
sponse of the beam is recorded by the laser vi-
brometer at x=7.5 cm, where the force has been
applied by the shaker in the forced regime case.
The input force pulse applied on the beam is plot-
ted in Fig. 5(a), showing that the short contact
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duration is approximately 4 ms, with a mean am-
plitude of 55 N (mean values found on 3 exper-
iments). Therefore, the energy injected into the
beam is large band and mostly concentrated in
the range [0,3000] Hz (see Fig. 5(a)). One can
also note that a double impact actually happens
in Fig. 5(a), which is unfortunately unavoidable in
real experimental situation due to the very short
time scales provided by beam vibration and con-
tact with impactor. Fig. 5(b) reports the tran-
sient signal measurements acquired for four differ-
ent configurations. Two cases of ABH are first dis-
played, without (magenta curve) and with visco-
elastic layer (black line). Then two cases of VI-
ABH are shown, corresponding to a single contact
point located at xc=30 cm (red curve, only enve-
lope shown) and xc=18 cm (blue curve, full signal
shown). For the first three cases, only the enve-
lope curves are plotted for the sake of readability.
For the considered excitation, the addition of the
damping layer has a minor effect on the damping
capacity of the ABH, with still important vibra-
tion amplitudes after 0.6 s. A strong improvement
is reported for the VI-ABH cases, with for both
cases a vibration totally damped out after 0.3 s.
A slightly better damping capacity is observed for
the last case (contact point at xc = 18 cm).

To give a more quantitative understanding of
the transient regime, an indicator representing the
energy decay of the measured signals is introduced
as

Eσ (τ) =

∫ Tf

τ
V 2 dt∫ Tf

0
V 2 dt

, ∀ τ ∈ [0, Tf ], (2)

where V is the measured velocity of the beam. The
energy decay Eσ is the ratio between the energy
of the signal computed between the current time
τ and the end of the signal window divided by the
total energy of the signal. For τ = 0, Eσ = 1, and
the decrease of Eσ(τ) allows comparing the fast-
ness of energy absorption in each measured con-
figuration. Fig. 5(c) displays the energy decay of
the four different cases analysed before. The ef-
fect of the damping layer is to slightly improve
the decay slope: the vibrational energy is reduced
by a factor of 100 after 420 ms, i.e. 30 ms faster
than with uncoated ABH. This is due to the fact
that the vibrational energy is mainly hold by the
global low frequency modes for which the ABH is
inefficient. On the other hand, for both VI-ABH
cases, a much more steeper decay is obtained at
the first instants of the vibration: the vibrational
energy is reduced by a factor of 100 after 200 ms
only, i.e. more than 200 ms faster than with the
usual linear ABH. At larger time scales, the bet-
ter performance of the case with the contact point
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Fig. 5. (a): Typical frequency spectrum and associ-
ated time signal of the hammer impact force applied
for the ABH transient analysis, (b): ABH beam ve-
locity resulting from the impacting hammer : case of
the ABH without vibro-impact and without damping
layer (magenta curve), without vibro-impact and with
damping layer (black curve). VI-ABH cases with one
contact point (at xc = 30 cm (red curve) and xc = 18
cm (blue curve)). (c): energy decay Eσ (τ) for the
four cases reported in (b). (d-g): Spectrograms of the
ABH beam velocity for the four cases, with (d) unlay-
ered ABH, (e) layered ABH, (f): VI-ABH with contact
at xc=18 cm, near the maximum of mode 2 (73 Hz)
and node of mode 3 (172 Hz), and (g) VI-ABH with
contact at xc=30 cm, near the maximum of mode 3
and the node of mode 2.

at xc = 18 cm is highlighted. Interestingly, the
slope of the energy decay for the case xc = 30 cm
matches that of the layered ABH from τ=230 ms.
This is interpreted by the fact that from this in-
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stant, no contacts occurs anymore since the beam
amplitude is small enough and the VI-ABH recov-
ers its linear behaviour.

Figs. 5(d-g) show the spectrograms of the vi-
bration of the four cases, centered in the low-
frequency band [0,400] Hz in order to underline
the time-frequency behaviour of the first three
modes of the beam. Whereas the addition of
the viscoelastic layer only shows a small effect
above the cut-on frequency, the changes brought
by adding a contact point are drastic with energy
transfers to higher frequencies and appearance of
a more complex and erratic spectrum. The most
striking difference between the two VI-ABH cases,
Figs. 5(f-g), is the control of the second eigenfre-
quency, which is much more effective for the case in
Fig. 5(f) where the contact point is at xc = 18 cm,
underlining again the importance of the contact
point location with respect to eigenmode shape
maxima. In any case, this study of the VI-ABH
performance in the transient regime experimen-
tally demonstrates the efficiency of the device to
rapidly damp out free vibrations.

4. Conclusion

An experimental evidence of the effectiveness of
a VI-ABH has been reported. The device combines
the important damping capacity of the ABH over
its cut-on frequency, to a contact nonlinearity, al-
lowing redistribution of energy among all frequen-
cies in order to improve the overall damping capac-
ity. The resulting effect of the vibro-impact is to
wipe out the sharp resonance peaks below the cut-
on frequency and efficiently transfer their vibra-
tory energy to higher frequencies where they are
mitigated by the ABH effect. Experiments on an
ABH beam have been investigated, both in forced
and free vibrations. The location of the contact
point has been shown to follow the rule of eigen-
mode maxima for optimal performance of control
of low-frequency modes, confirming the numerical
findings reported in [19], and thus offering a sim-
ple yet efficient design strategy that can be used
for more complex ABH devices such as e.g. plates
with elliptical or networks of tapered regions. It
is worth underlining that VI-ABH appears as a
very efficient technique for vibration mitigation,
and the amount of energy transferred to air via
acoustic coupling and sound radiation is negligible
as compared to vibratory energy. Nevertheless,
the sound produced by the device is more impor-
tant than the more silent standard ABH, such that
this might lead to restricting the applicability of
VI-ABH to contexts where noise annoyance is not

a critical point, space industry being such an ex-
ample.
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